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Abstract

We discuss the topological nature of the boundary spacetime, the conformal infinity

of the ambient cosmological metric. Due to the existence of a homothetic group,

the bounding spacetime must be equipped not with the usual Euclidean metric

topology but with the Zeeman fine topology. This then places severe constraints

to the convergence of a sequence of causal curves and the extraction of a limit

curve, and also to our ability to formulate conditions for singularity formation.
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1 Introduction

For half a century it has been known that general relativity has the remarkable property

of generically leading to spacetime singularities where it must break down as a physical

theory and together our ability to further predict the future or past of spacetime come

to a halt [1, 2]. The mathematical results that lead to the prediction of spacetime

singularities in general relativity, the so-called singularity theorems, rest on the import

of topological methods in relativity, in particular, global methods of causality theory in

Lorentzian manifolds and the behaviour of geodesics in spacetime, and show that under

various physically plausible and geometric conditions, spacetime must be geodesically

incomplete [3, 4, 5, 6].

Hence, general relativity as a physical theory predicts that there must be a collapse

singularity in the past of the universe’s history, known as the big bang, and also in the

future, localized ‘inside’ black holes (assuming cosmic censorship), or in the form of a

naked singularity. It is the existence of spacetime singularities as it follows from the

singularity theorems that is to a large measure responsible for the long-held view that

quantum gravitational effects may be directly required also for a restoration of the loss

of classical predictability in the gravitational collapse to a black hole and in various

asymptotic questions of modern cosmology, in much the same way as in the ‘quantum

rescue’ of classical newtonian evolution (cf. e.g., [7], various chapters).

Recently we have examined the question of spacetime singularities in general relativity

by introducing the notion of an ambient cosmological metric. In the resulting ‘ambient

cosmology’, a number of questions such as the existence of spacetime singularities and

cosmic censorship acquire new meaning and find novel interpretations. In this paper, we

discuss a consequence of the existence of a new principle in the boundary spacetime of the

ambient cosmological metric. This is related to the topological nature of the boundary

and leads to an impossibility of having converging families of causal curves.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In the next section we review basic aspects of the

ambient construction including the basic asymptotic condition valid on the spacetime

4-boundary M . In Section 3, we introduce the Zeeman topology and point out that it is

that which is uniquely adapted to the boundary spacetime in the ambient construction.
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In Section 4, we show that due to the topological structure of the boundary, it is not

possible to have convergent families of causal curves onM and therefore the existence of a

limit curve is lost in the bounding spacetime equipped with the Zeeman topology. In the

last Section, we discuss these results especially their connection with the impossibility of

formulating singularity theorems for the conformal infinity of the ambient cosmological

metric.

2 Ambient cosmology

The basic idea of ambient cosmology [8] is to regard our 4-dimensional spacetime as a

kind of bounding hypersurface, the conformal infinity, of a new cosmological metric in 5-

dimensional ‘ambient’ space. Although the ambient metric is a well-known construction

in conformal geometry [9], however, in our approach we use the word ‘ambient’ with a

different meaning, and this leads to a completely new condition imposed on the boundary,

instead of the usual uniqueness of the ambient 5-metric corresponding to two conformally

related 4-metrics on the boundary.

Let us briefly explain some of the required ideas, referring to [8] for complete proofs.

We start with a 4-dimensional spacetimeM on which a conformal structure [g4] is defined,

that is we have a family of conformally related 4-metrics on M , much like as in the con-

formal method, cf. [10], chap. 9. Our ambient metric g+ is then defined at each point p =

(xµ, w) of the ‘ambient’ space V = M×R, where R parametrized by w denotes the fifth di-

mension, and can be brought in the normal form g+ = w−n (σ2(w)g4(x
µ) + dw2) , n ∈ Q+,

as w → 0, with σ(w) a smooth (infinitely differentiable) function such that σ(0) is a

nonzero constant.

In this asymptotic sense, the first factor in the cartesian product, M , is located at

the limiting position w = 0 (see also below), and everything we do may be described as

‘expanding around w = 0’. The metric g+ solves the 5-dim Einstein equations GAB =

TAB on V , where A,B = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and TAB is the stress tensor of an analog of a perfect

fluid with equation of state P = γρ, where the ‘pressure’ P and the ‘energy density’ ρ

depend only on the extra spacelike dimension w, and the density ρ+(w) has the generic

form ρ+ = w−zθ(w), z ∈ Z and θ(w) smooth.
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Our ambient metric g+ has two further properties of special significance in the present

context. Firstly, g+ on V has M as its conformal infinity equipped with the manifestly

regular, non-degenerate metric at w = 0, denoted by g̊|M(0), where g̊ = wng+ = σ2g4 +

dw2. In this sense the bounding spacetime M has become the conformal infinity of the

ambient space V , with a 4-metric given by g̊|M = σ2(w)g4.

The second property of the ambient metric g+ is what we call ‘the asymptotic condi-

tion’, and it basically reveals the presence of a homothetic symmetry on the boundaryM .

It may be described as follows (cf. [8], Section 6 for a proof). Consider two conformally

related 4-metrics g1, g2 in the conformal geometry of M , g1 being the ‘bad’ (roughly

meaning ‘singular’) and g2 the ‘good’ metric on the boundary (these are technical terms

defined precisely in [8]). Then their ambient metrics g̊1|M , g̊2|M , although not equal as in

the Fefferman-Graham construction [9], differ by a homothetic transformation, that is

g̊2|M(0) = c g̊1|M(0), c : const. (1)

Therefore, starting from a conformal geometry on the spacetime M , the ambient cosmo-

logical metric returns a 4-geometry on M (its conformal infinity) that has a homothetic

symmetry. In [8], we have given conclusive evidence that because of these two properties,

namely, the fact that M is the conformal infinity of g+ and that it also possesses a ho-

mothetic symmetry, no spacetime singularities can be developed on M , that is (M, g̊|M)

must be free of cosmological and naked singularities, hence providing a major improve-

ment over the standard situation in general relativity.

However, this raises the intriguing question of whether or not one may still formulate

for M the conditions of the standard singularity theorems of general relativity. The

purpose of the remaining of this paper is to give a negative answer to this question.

The arguments advanced below will also help us understand why one was originally able

to formulate the conditions necessary for the validity of the singularity theorems as is

usually done in general relativity.
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3 Uniqueness of the Zeeman topology

Since the mathematical techniques involved in global causality theory and the singularity

theorems are topological in nature, the first question we have to face is how to connect

the homothetic symmetry on the conformal boundary M (as a result of the ambient

cosmological 5-metric on V ) with its topological properties. There is a very neat answer

to this question, provided long ago by a remarkable mathematical theorem of C. Zeeman.

In 1967 he published a paper [11] in which showed that for Minkowski spacetime the group

of homothetic symmetries (that is Lorentz transformations with dilatations) coincides

with the group of all homeomorphisms of M provided that its topology is not the usual

Euclidean metric topology (that is M is locally Euclidean) but a new one, called the fine

topology Z.

The Zeeman fine topology Z being strictly finer than the Euclidean metric topology

(it is actually the finest topology that can be defined on M , finest meaning the one

having the most open sets), possesses various improved properties over the latter which

mirror precisely the spacetime nature of M , rather than importing on M properties from

the Euclidean space R4 unphysical for a spacetime.

To describe Z, we say that for x ∈ M , an open ball in Z has the form BZ(x; r) =

(BE(x; r) \ N(x)) ∪ {x}, where BE(x; r) is the Euclidean-open ball, and N(x) the null

cone at x (we remove N(x) and put back only the point x). Then BZ(x; r) is Z-open,

but not E-open. Hence, a set A ⊂ M is Z-open if A ∩B as a subset of B is E-open, for

every spacelike plane and timelike line B.

Zeeman also conjectured in [11] that an extension to the curved spacetimes of general

relativity should be possible, that is for a general spacetime the homothetic group must

be isomorphic to the homeomorphism group of the Zeeman topology, a conjecture that

was shown to be correct by Göbel [12] (see also [13]). It was also shown in those references

that amongst all possible generalized topologies, the Zeeman topology is the unique one

having this property (all others have homeomorphism groups isomorphic to the conformal

group). Hence, for any spacetime M in general relativity we have the freedom to choose

either the standard Euclidean metric topology, giving M the usual manifold topology, or

the Zeeman topology. It is of course the former that is used in all standard discussions
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of relativity.

However, for our bounding spacetime M , the conformal infinity of the ambient space

V , it appears we do not have this freedom. Since we have shown the existence of a

homothetic symmetry on M , it follows from the above discussion that it would be quite

wrong to assume the usual Euclidean metric topology for M , and we have no choice but

to think of M equipped with the Zeeman topology Z. (This is quite apart from the

well-known arguments of Refs. [11, 12, 13] that it would be wrong to equip a spacetime

with the Euclidean rather than the Zeeman (or a similar) topology in the first place!)

4 Impossibility of singularities

Is there then any obstruction to the validity of the singularity theorems in a spacetime M

using the Zeeman topology instead of the Euclidean metric one? One would expect that

the answer would be ‘no’ because the singularity theorems are results that are known to

be only valid for spacetimes (manifolds with a Lorentzian signature) and are certainly

not true in Riemannian geometry (positive signature).

However, it is a very surprising result that in fact the answer to the above question

is that it is impossible to formulate not only the singularity theorems but also the most

basic causality results for M in the Zeeman topology. One notion that plays a key role in

many such theorems is the convergence of a sequence of causal curves. Looking carefully

at the proofs of various such results, we note that for a sequence of causal curves to

converge to a limit curve one uses in an essential way the Euclidean balls with their

Euclidean metric and their compactness to extract the necessary limits (cf. e.g., [6],

Prop. 8.1.5 and Theorem 9.5.2, [4], pp. 266-71, etc).

It follows that since the Zeeman topology is strictly finer, such sequences will be

Zeno sequences, that is their convergence in the Euclidean topology will not guarantee

the existence of a limit curve in the Zeeman topology. The impossibility of a limit curve

in this sense is very important, for it forbids the formation of a basic contradiction

present in the proofs of all singularity theorems.

In any result of this type, a contradiction appears when assuming the existence of a

curve of length greater than some maximum starting from a spacelike Cauchy surface Σ
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(on which the mean curvature is negative) downwards to the past. In any typical proof

of the singularity theorems (such as e.g., Theorem 9.5.1 in [6]), one uses the process of

extraction of a limit curve γ (which locally maximizes the length between Σ and an event

p) to arrive at a contradiction in the sense that no curve can have length greater than that

of the geodesic γ. If γ cannot be extracted as a suitable limit of a converging family of

causal curves on M , the nonexistence of curves with length greater than the ‘maximum’

length of the locally maximizing geodesic (without conjugate points) γ cannot be effected.

Therefore one may not speak of incomplete geodesics on the boundary spacetime M of

the present context.

Hence, it follows that it may not be possible to formulate the same sufficient condi-

tions for geodesic incompleteness for the Zeeman topology for M as it is usually done

using the manifold topology.

5 Discussion

In this paper we have used the topological nature of the boundary spacetime of the

ambient cosmological 5-metric to examine the question of whether or not one can form

sufficient conditions for singularity formation using convergent families of causal curves.

We reviewed the ambient cosmological construction which implies an asymptotic

restriction, the existence of a homothetic symmetry on the boundary, the conformal

infinity of the ambien metric. This in turn implies that the topology of the boundary

must necessarily be the Zeeman fine topology instead of the standard Euclidean one.

Armed with the topological information of the boundary spacetime, we proceeded to

analyze the question of singularities through the focusing of families of causal curves.

We found that it is not possible to extract a limit curve from any family of causal curves

of M . This implies that, given the homothetic symmetry on M , one cannot arrive at

a contradiction by constructing curves of larger than some maximum length as in the

standard singularity theorems.

The arguments advanced in this paper provide another proof of the impossibility of

spacetime singularities on the boundary spacetime surrounding the ambient 5-space on

which the Einstein equations with fluid sources hold.
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